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Abstract
Availability in Process Support Systems (PSS) can be achieved by using standby mechanisms that
allow a backup server to take over in case a primary server fails. These mechanisms, resembling the
process pair approach used in operating systems, require the primary to send information about state
changes to the backup on a regular basis. In PSS where all relevant state information is stored in a
database, there are two principal strategies for synchronizing a primary–backup pair. One is to use the
replication mechanisms provided by the DBMS. Another is to implement a message mechanism to exchange state information between servers above the database level. For both approaches, several variants
exist that allow to trade run-time performance for failover time. This paper discusses the possible strategies and evaluates their performance based on an implementation within the OPERA process support
kernel. Moreover, it is shown how the mechanisms can be used as the basis for implementing process
migration in a distributed setting.

1

Introduction

Process support systems (PSS) are metaprogramming environments that allow the specification, execution,
and monitoring of complex sequences of application invocations (processes) in a distributed environment
composed of heterogeneous, autonomous applications (composite system). PSS are increasingly gaining
importance as integral building blocks of corporate IT infrastructures, software development environments,
and scientific computing since they provide the services necessary to integrate distributed, heterogeneous
programs into coherent applications. Today, PSS are used for tasks such as supporting enterprises in
streamlining and automating their business processes [GHS95, LA94], supporting health care organizations
in coordinating immunization campaigns [SKM+ 96], helping scientists perform and analyze experiments
[MVW96, BSR96, AH97], and allowing software development teams organize joint work on shared resources [BK94, TKP94]. With the proliferation of PSS technology, the requirements in terms of availability
increase but, unfortunately, current commercial systems do not provide satisfactory solutions in this area
[AAAM97, GHS95, KR96, AM97]. A possible solution to this problem is to use standby techniques similar
to database backup techniques [GR93] or process pair concepts in operating systems [GR93, Bar81]. In
practice, since the PSS is built on top of a database, the backup mechanisms can either be based on the
Part of this work has been funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation under the project TRAMs (Transactions and
Active Database Mechanisms for Workflow Management).
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replication capabilities of the underlying DBMS, or implemented at the application level using semantic
knowledge of the application. The latter has been suggested as the best approach [KGAM96] due to its
added flexibility but, so far, no effort has been made to evaluate these different strategies and check their
applicability in a real setting.
This paper presents a comprehensive study of backup mechanisms in the context of process support
systems. Several algorithms are proposed and their performance and effectiveness studied in detail within
the OPERA kernel [AHST97, AH97, HA98]. In particular, we show that backup can be performed at a
high level, without having to rely on the database idiosyncrasies. This approach has significant advantages.
First, it allows to use different databases as primary and backup (in the current implementation, Oracle and
ObjectStore are both used as backup for each other), which was suggested in [KGAM96] as one of the
advantages of semantic backup, although without any empirical evidence. To some degree this argument
is losing strength, given that there are now products on the market that allow to replicate data between
heterogeneous DBMS [Kno97, IBM97]. These products do not yet provide, however, the synchronous
replication needed for 2-safe backup strategies. In this regard, the solution proposed here could be seen
as a way to circumvent the limitations of the state of the art in current products. Second, the performance
overhead of high level or semantic backup has been minimized through a careful and in depth optimization
of the algorithms used, as well as through a well tuned implementation. As the results presented in here
show, the overhead introduced by our solutions is comparable to that incurred by a commercial database.
Third, and perhaps more interestingly, we show how these same backup mechanisms can be used as the
basis for a sophisticated process migration mechanism that is both transparent and efficient. We consider
that an important contribution of the paper is the implementation effort and the insights gained from it in
terms of real system experience. We expect these results and the discussion in the paper to be of significant
use to anybody interested in developing a solution for semantic backup or process migration in distributed
systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the possible backup strategies that could be adopted
in the context of a PSS. Section 3 describes the solution proposed. Section 4 discusses how to use the backup
solution to implement process migration. Section 5 discusses the results of our analysis and implementation
aspects. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Backup strategies

A number of techniques exist that could be used in the context of a PSS. In this section, these techniques
are briefly discussed and their advantages and shortcomings, from the point of view of a PSS, analyzed in
some detail. We will base our discussion on a very general system model that suits most existing systems.
Consider a PSS as a set of servers acting as interpreters for metaprograms (process models). There is a
one-to-many relation between servers and process instances, i.e., each instance is assigned to one server
(which may change in time) that stores the process state persistently in form of a process image containing
all relevant state information. The key to PSS backup mechanisms is thus the redundant storage of the
process images on failure-independent sites. More detailed coverage of general PSS concepts can be found
in the literature [AHST97, AH97, GHS95, Hsu95].

2.1

Low level backup mechanisms

Backup mechanisms ensure continuous availability and can be found in most database management systems
as well as in specialized operating systems like Tandem’s Guardian System [Bar81]. As an example of the
basic idea, Guardian is based on process pairs, with one process (primary) performing the actual work,
and the other (backup) serving as a standby that takes over should the primary become unavailable. This
mechanism requires a dedicated backup and the notification of the backup of all significant changes in the
primary’s state in order to guarantee exactly once semantics. Although the techniques used in this paper are
similar in nature, we differ from this approach in that we do not require a dedicated backup. In fact, we have
2

made great efforts to minimize the impact of the backup mechanism on the secondary site in order to be able
to use it as well as primary server for other processes. We envision a system configuration in which a PSS
server offers backup services as part of its normal functionality and can perform such services concurrently
with those of a normal PSS server. For cost and feasibility reasons, we do not want to resort to dedicated
backup solutions like those used in operating systems or hardware architectures.
Databases use similar ideas to implement backup strategies. The discussion is often centered not so
much on the unit of backup (often changes on a per transaction basis) but on the level of consistency to be
achieved. This is typical of the constant trade-off in databases between consistency and performance. Thus,
in databases, several approaches are used: hot-standby (the backup can take over immediately), cold-standby
(the backup needs to be initialized and updated before it can take over), 1-safe (some changes may be lost
when failures occur since the backup is not necessarily completely up to date), and 2-safe (no changes are
lost when failures occur since the backup and the primary are synchronized by means of a 2 Phase Commit
protocol) [GR93]. The main problem with database backup tools is that they are, necessarily, database
specific. These tools are not conceived as open systems and do not allow to use different DBMSs in the
primary and backup. Moreover, these tools leave almost no room for controlling the backup process. We
have put a significant effort in making the backup mechanism of a PSS user controlled in order to leave
to the user the decision of when a backup is necessary. Similarly, database backup tools would not have
allowed to develop the process migration mechanism we provide as an extension to the backup architecture.

2.2

Database replication as the basis for backup mechanisms

Backup and replication techniques are fairly similar. In principle, it is possible to use replication techniques
to implement a backup strategy. In practice, the state of the art in database replication does not really allow
it. Most DBMS vendors implement primary-copy, asynchronous replication where only one replica of a
data item is updatable while the others are read-only and not necessarily up to date at all times [GHOS96].
This approach could be used to implement 1-safe strategies, but this is very much depending on the way the
DBMS implements replication. With a DBMS using a push model, like Sybase [Kno97], this could be a
possibility. There, the server propagates changes soon after they have occured. With a DBMS implementing
a pull model, like IBM Data Replicator [IBM97], it is not realistic to use replication as the basis for the
backup mechanism since here the primary server is polled by the backup site which has no knowledge of
when changes occur. In addition, these replication mechanisms, being designed primarily for warehousing
applications, are geared towards a homogeneous environment where the copies are all managed by the same
type of DBMS and would force us, in most cases, to have a dedicated backup. From a practical standpoint,
and to our knowledge, only Oracle’s Advanced (Symmetric) Replication mechanisms [Ora95, Ora97] provide enough flexibility to use replication as the basis for a backup. Oracle8 Server offers various replication
techniques, of which only one is really suited to the purposes of backup: Synchronous multimaster replication, where all copies of a data item are fully updatable and changes are propagated to all sites within the
same transaction. Multimaster replication is based on master groups that are sets of base tables. Once a
master group is defined (using PL/SQL or a graphical user interface), it can be replicated on multiple Oracle
databases by generating special PL/SQL packages (modules containing stored procedures) on all databases.
For each replicated table, two packages are generated that contain procedures for change propagation and
for conflict resolution (if asynchronous replication is used). The replication mechanisms are tuple-based.
Every time a row of a replicated table is changed, a trigger invokes the appropriate procedure in the table’s
propagation package. In contrast to Oracle7, Oracle8 uses internal triggers that are not part of the DML and
are optimized for performance.
Process backup is implemented over Oracle’s multimaster replication by defining a master group that
contains all the tables for the process images. The main drawback of this replication scheme is that in
practice, it is very inflexible. Once one of the replication sites becomes unavailable, the remaining DBMS
allow no updates to the replicated tables until the failure is repaired or the replication scheme changed. This
requires removing the failed database from the set of replication sites and adding a new site that acts as
3

new backup. The process of restructuring the replication scheme is complex since the PL/SQL packages
have to be changed and the new site has to be synchronized by sending all data. This procedure consumes
a considerable amount of time. In practice, using the replication mechanisms of a database for back-up
can thus only be used for cold stand-by approaches that tolerate a significant delay until execution can be
resumed. Hot stand-by configurations with their demand for quick take-over do not seem to be feasible
in this environment. These problems are not particular to the way Oracle implements replication, but are
typical of commercial replication techniques if used as the basis for backup strategies.

2.3

Semantic backup

In the same way that it is possible to implement replication relying on semantic information (e.g., reconciliation techniques [Ora95, Ora97], although in this case semantic information is used to resolve inconsistencies), a backup mechanism can also use semantic information about the application in order to reduce
overhead. Briefly described, the approach is based on synchronizing the primary and backup at the end of
each transaction. All changes to the state of a process are stored in a change buffer, which is sent from
the primary to the backup. The transaction can commit when the changes have been applied successfully
on both sites (“to apply” has different meanings, depending on the strategy used). Key to this approach is
the ability to represent the changes performed at the primary in a concise way. This requires to represent
the process state in a format that is independent of the database representation. This format is used as the
semantic information that allows to implement the backup mechanism at a higher level, bypassing the underlying database. This idea was suggested as a theoretical possibility in [KGAM96] but, to our knowledge,
this approach has never been implemented in practice. From the descriptions provided in [KGAM96], it is
not clear whether the approach performs better than standard backup techniques or those based on database
replication mechanisms. In addition, only failures are considered and not scheduled outages for maintenance
and system configuration changes. In many environments, the latter can be much more frequent than the
former and the backup strategy is incomplete if it can not cope with such situations. Finally, the ideas in
[KGAM96] are presented in the context of FlowMark, a workflow management system of IBM, and may
not apply to generic process support systems.

3

A flexible backup strategy

The solutions we propose follow the ideas outlined in [KGAM96] although with many significant changes.
Among others, the solution is generalized to a PSS instead of reducing its applicability to a workflow management system and a number of important changes and optimizations in the algorithms were necessary to
make them feasible in practice.

3.1

Backup in a Process Support Systems

The functionality of a PSS revolves, to a great extent, around the way processes are defined and represented
in the system. After the designer has defined the process using a graphical language, the process is translated into an internal representation more suitable for execution. This internal representation can be further
processed to produce a third format used to store the process persistently in a database. For our purposes
here, it is the internal representation, the one used for execution, that is of interest. The details of the internal
representation are not relevant for the discussion of the backup subsystem and are omitted here. Interested
readers can find more information in [AHST97, AH97]. The internal representation summarizes the state
of a process: which tasks have been executed, data values passed to and returned from tasks, and additional
information like the person that executed a task or the site that was chosen to execute a program. Every
update in the process state takes place through a transaction, which executes what is usually referred to as a
navigation step in the process.

4

Semantic backup is performed by exchanging between primary and secondary information casted in
terms of the internal representation (instead of pages, or database transactions). In our implementation, at
the end of each navigation step and as part of the same transaction, all changes to the process state are
saved in a change buffer at the primary and sent to the backup server for further treatment. Obviously, the
change buffers play a crucial role in the performance of the backup system since they are exchanged at the
end of each navigation step and stored at both the primary and backup. In the algorithms of [KGAM96],
the change buffers are stored in persistent hash tables on both the primary and the backup. This adds
significant, unnecessary overhead in practice. In our implementation, the change buffers are kept directly in
the database, thereby greatly simplifying the backup mechanism. Our experiments revealed that storing the
change buffers in the databases requires only between 40 and 80 ms per buffer, depending on the database
size. In order to speed up the time needed to store and retrieve the buffers, a separate tablespace with a very
large extent size (1 GB) was used, thereby reducing the overhead of frequently allocating new extents. The
change buffers were stored as character arrays with a maximum size of 4 KB. The average size of the change
buffers in our experiments was 300 Byte (significantly smaller than the information exchanged by database
replication strategies).
In a PSS environment, only 2-safe techniques make sense [KGAM96]. Information lost when a secondary takes over may lead to having to repeat activities already completed, which is not only time consuming but also confusing and may lead to inconsistencies. This implies that storing the change buffer
persistently at the primary and backup must be done in a synchronous manner using 2 Phase Commit (2PC)
[BHG87]. To alleviate the cost, it is possible to minimize the time it takes the secondary to reply by storing
the buffer, but not actually performing the changes. This leads to two possible strategies: a hot-standby and
a cold-standby backup. Thus, as in [KGAM96], we define three types of processes: critical, important and
normal, depending on whether they use a hot-standby, a cold-standby, or no backup at all. The different
availability levels allow to trade runtime overhead for recovery cost. Critical processes can proceed immediately after the takeover of the backup, but the synchronous update of the database increases their navigation
cost at run-time. Important processes, on the other hand, have a reduced overhead during normal operation,
but they have to be installed in the database during takeover, which leads to a longer recovery phase.
Since 2-safe is used, the backup mechanisms we propose could suffer from the high overhead of 2PC. We
can alleviate this cost by taking advantage of the fact that only two sites are participating in each distributed
transaction. We use a “degenerated” form of linear two-phase commit [BHG87] in which the primary sends
the change buffer to the backup, the backup commits locally and then sends an acknowledgment back to the
primary, which commits. The decision for the commit of the distributed transaction is taken at the moment
the backup transaction commits. Correctness is guaranteed since if the primary fails after the backup’s
decision, but before its own commit, the backup will take over navigation anyway and continue with the
valid process state. If the backup does not take over (this can be the case when the down-time of the primary
is too short), the primary has to inquire about the process state during recovery. To this end, each server
uses a reconfiguration protocol at startup during which it determines the actual state of all processes that
are registered in its database by querying the backup servers. If a backup server has taken over a process,
it can be removed from the old primary’s database since the new primary has elected a new backup during
fail-over. If the backup has not yet taken over, it simply sends the actual state of the process to the primary
which updates the process image and continues navigation.
To increase the performance of the backup system even further, it is possible to execute the navigation
steps partially in parallel. We do so by using multiple threads to speed up the processing of navigation
steps. Figure 1 shows the structure of a transaction as it occurs when the hot standby mechanism is used.
First, the process image is fetched from the database. It is cached in main memory for the duration of the
transaction. Navigation takes then place over the cached information, which will also act as the change
buffer. After navigation is completed, the transaction forks into two threads. The first thread applies the
changes to the process image at the primary, while the second sends the change buffer to the backup. At
the backup a transaction is started that applies the change buffer to the process image. After its commit an
acknowledgment is sent to the primary, and then the primary commits.
5
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Figure 1: Structure of a distributed transaction (hot standby)

3.2

Alternative backup strategies

For comparison purposes as an alternative to our backup strategies, we have implemented a solution based on
Oracle’s multimaster replication. This is done by defining a master group that contains all the tables for the
process images. This data is then replicated between two databases, where each one is used by one server.
The process engines operated on the two databases, and changes of a process image were immediately
propagated to the other site by the replication mechanisms. Note that with this scheme, there is no notion
of a private database per server. Because of this, a flag has to be stored with each process image to indicate
which server is its primary. As pointed out before, this mechanism is only suitable for implementing cold
standby strategies. We use it, nevertheless, as a reference to measure the overhead of doing the backup
outside the context of the database.

4

Process migration

The mechanisms described above can be used not only to achieve continuous availability but also as building
blocks for implementing process migration. Such functionality can be of great help to solve scalability
problems and balancing the load on a large PSS [AAAM97]. The backup mechanisms proposed so far help
only in the event of sudden server failures and only for important and critical processes. New problems
arise, however, if a server needs to be shut down deliberately, either for maintenance reasons or because of
system reconfigurations, and the processes were classified as normal. It was to address this issue that we
initially implemented process migration. Later on the idea was generalized to all process types.
The basic idea behind our process migration solution is to use the same information the backup system
uses. For simplicity, we assume the process belongs to the category of normal processes. If this is not the
case, some of the steps described below are not necessary since they are already performed by the backup
system. The migration algorithm (Figure 2) is based on shortly activating the backup of a process by
upgrading it to critical. Since this implies that, via the backup system, the process image is automatically
copied from the current server to the target server, it is then possible to switch primary and backup and
afterwards degradate the process to normal state again. The result is that the process now runs on the target
server. Applying this algorithm to all processes running on a given server allows to shut it down without
affecting any ongoing activities. Note that it is possible to select the new server on a per-process basis,
which allows to distribute the load of a terminating server evenly to the remaining ones.
The advantage of this scheme is that it allows the safe migration of processes without the need for addi6

Current server:
Switch P to critical mode
Create change buffer for P
Select a target server
Send buffer to target

Target server:
(Start process migration)

Receive change buffer
Create process P in instance space
Install change buffer for P
(Take over)

P is deactivated

P is activated
(P back to normal)

Garbage collection on P

Resume execution of P

Figure 2: Migrating a process, P , from a server to another (target) server.

tional hardware or software components. The crucial point of server migration is ensuring the atomicity of
the migration process, so that neither a process gets lost nor ends up being stored on two servers. Achieving
this in an environment without backup mechanisms would require the deployment of transactional middleware such as persistent queues or TP-Monitors [BN97]. Thus, the advantages of our approach are threefold:
First, we preserve platform independence since we do not have to rely on DBMS providing middleware
interfaces (e.g., the XA interface needed for interaction with most TP monitors) – many object-oriented
DBMS, for example, do not provide these mechanisms. Second, system complexity is kept bounded (we do
not need yet another middleware component that has to be bought, installed, and maintained), which fosters
the portability of a PSS and simplifies new installations. Finally, and perhaps most important, the solution
is performant. As the experimental results given in section 5 reveal, backup mechanisms provide a suitable
base for fast process migration which allows to use it even for the transport of large process sets.
Server migration is initiated by a special PSS component, the planner, that is responsible for controlling
and changing the system configuration. To this end, it communicates with the servers in the system in order
to gather information about their current load. The planner can then intitiate a reconfiguration of the system,
either automatically (if certain tresholds for system and server load are reached) or if a reconfiguration
is triggered from a system administrator, which may be the case if a server has to be disconnected from
the system. The planner is designed to react to two situations of interest: Low load, in which case single
servers can be stopped (and their machines be used for other tasks), and server overload, in which case
new servers have to be started and existing processes migrated to them. The planner uses a configuration
database in order to store information about the system structure and the load of the various servers. Note
that for availability reasons, the planner can be implemented as a distributed component with a replicated
configuration database. This is, however, not mandatory since a failure of the planner has no direct impact
on the functionality of the system. In case of a failure, it is possible to start a new planner with an empty
configuration database that is then populated by querying all servers during the initialization phase.
Using the planner, it is possible to design a system that dynamically adapts to varying loads of the
environment. Server machines can then be used for other, low priority jobs whenever they are not needed for
the PSS. In the case of a server shutdown, the planner selects a set of available servers out of the remaining
ones (based on the load information it has collected) and then initiates the migration of all the processes
to the new servers by sending a migrate all message. This same procedure is initiated also on explicit
demand of a system administrator, when a server has to be stopped for maintenance. Administrators use the
planner to monitor and change a distributed PSS environment.

5

Experimental results

In this section we discuss the implementation of the algorithms in terms of both technical details regarding
the concrete design decisions and performance results.
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Figure 3: Configurations used in the experiments

The configurations used, a cluster of workstations of different types connected by a switched Ethernet,
resemble many real environments. The concrete machines involved in the experiment are listed in Table
4, and an overview of the configurations used is given in Figure 3. In most experiments we used configuration A, in which the Sun4 workstations were running the workflow engines and the PCs were used
as database servers running Oracle8 DBMS. Servers and clients were located on Sun4 workstations in the
standard experiments. In order to determine the impact of communication overhead, in some experiments
we used configuration B, where database and server are located on the same workstation. Here we used the
Sun10 workstations for databases (Oracle8) and servers. Finally, for the evaluation of mixed environments
consisting of relational and object-oriented databases, we used configuration C with an ObjectStore database
located on a Sparc10 server, and Oracle8 on a PC.
For all experiments we used the same process model consisting of 10 activities, and with a process
image size of about 50 KB. For performance reasons, the clustering facilities of Oracle8 were used in order
to group together related tuples. All significant tables were grouped in one hashed cluster with the instance
ID as cluster key, ensuring that the components of each process image are stored next to each other.

5.2

Base line results: no backup

As base line, we use the performance measurements for normal processes using configuration A. To study
the impact of database size on navigation performance, the measurements were made with a varying number
of concurrent process instances which resulted in different database sizes. The process images had an
average size of 50 KB, which lead to database sizes between 500 KB and 50 MB. Figure 5 gives the
average execution time for various types of transactions occuring during navigation. We distinguish between
three transaction types used in the servers: Process Instantiation (INST) involves creating a new copy of a
process template and identifying those tasks that are immediately executable. Activity start (START) is
called whenever the server is notified that an activity has started. It is the simplest transaction type, since it
only requires the change of the activity’s state in the process image. Activity termination (TERM) comprises
updating the terminating activity’s state and performing navigation (evaluating the metaprogram in order to
identify the activities that have become executable), and updating the states of the executable activities. The
results show that, above a certain database size, the time per transaction stays almost constant. Databases
with sizes below this threshold fit in main memory, thus the reduced execution time.

5.3

Backup based on DBMS replication

The backup mechanism implemented on top of Oracle’s replication, as explained above, lead to an overhead, with respect to the base line, of approximately 200 % for process instantiation (because new database
8

Machine type
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Figure 4: The machine types used in the experiments
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Figure 5: Time per transaction without backup

objects have to be inserted in the remote database) and an encouraging 30 % for the much more frequent
navigation transactions (figure Figure 6). These response times are acceptable, especially if we take into
account the absolute numbers, which stay below 4 seconds for process instantiation and take less than 0.2
seconds for navigation. A strange behaviour was observed, however, in the case of process termination,
where the process image has to be removed from the database. The cost of removing one instance grew
constantly with the database size, with an average duration of 15 minutes when 1000 concurrent processes
existed. The reason for this can partly be explained by Oracle’s row-based change propagation, where each
changed tuple is propagated separately to the remote sites. This does not, however, explain the reason for
the significant overhead. We believe that this is an implementation bug that will be solved in future versions
of the DBMS (we used the very early version 8.0.3). This particular point aside, we believe the other results
to be representative. From a practical stand point, the current behaviour creates significant problems in real
scenarios. Process support systems may execute a large number of processes. Although current systems
tend to keep the data for completed processes in the database, the trend is to remove these processes from
the on-line database and store them in a data warehouse for analysis. This is one of the reasons why we use
separate storage spaces [AHST97]. In particular, the history space plays the role of data warehouse for completed processes so that this data can be manipulated and pre-processed without interfering with the on-line
operations of processes being executed. In our system, we automatically remove a terminated process from
the instance space into the history space by copying it (if change buffers are available, it will use them to
avoid having to access the primary) and then deleting it from the instance space. Obviously, this operation
can become quite expensive if the problem persists.

5.4

Semantic replication, cold standby

To mirror actual working conditions, all experiments were conducted with all servers acting both as primary
and backup, with processes evenly distributed between the servers. In cold standby configurations, the
biggest source of overhead is sending the change buffer to the backup and wait until it is persistently stored
in the database. Figure 7 shows the performance of process instance replication for cold standby mode.
The results show that the cold standby mechanism leads to an overhead, with respect to the base line, that is
9
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Figure 6: Performance of backup based on Oracle’s replication mechanisms.
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Figure 7: The performance of cold standby using semantic replication

around 65 % for small databases and falls to 40 % if the database size grows. Although this overhead may
seem comparatively large, in practice it is almost negligible since it represents an overhead of between 0.5
and 0.3 seconds for starting a process and less than 0.3 seconds for the other two operations. In systems
where there is human interaction involved, this delay will be easily masked by artifacts such as the terminal
response time. For scientific applications this overhead is more significant but still within acceptable bounds,
especially when considering the advantages of having a backup strategy for both fault-tolerance and process
migration.
The differences between small and large databases arise from the fact that locating the process images at
the primary gets increasingly expensive as the database grows while the cost for storing the change buffers
stays constant. To analyze in more detail which operations are performed and their contribution to the
overall overhead, Figure 8.a shows the relative cost of the operations involved in the transaction for a large
database with 1000 processes. In the case of cold standby, reading the object takes as much time as in the
non-replicated case. The overhead is created by the operations related to the change buffer. This implies that
with a more efficient mechanism for change buffer storage the cost per transaction can be further reduced.
It is questionable, however, whether the performance gain warrants the added complexity. We are currently
exploring this topic in more detail but, given the results shown, cold standby, as currently implemented,
seems to be a viable backup solution.
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Figure 8: Cost analysis for a Terminate Activity step and 1000 concurrent processes: (a) cold standby, (b)
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Figure 9: The performance of hot standby using semantic replication

5.5

Semantic replication, hot standby

The performance measures for the hot standby mechanism are shown in Figure 9. Due to the fact that
both sites need to be synchronized and the change buffer needs to be applied at the backup, the overhead is
larger than in the cold standby approach. It is not, however, significantly larger: for starting and terminating
activities it is around 90% for the large database. Again, a comparatively large figure, but still acceptable
since the actual time required is about 0.6 seconds. As before, this lapse of time is easily masked in many
applications because there are additional operations like the communication with the clients, actualization
of graphical user interfaces, transport of data between machines, and start of applications, that are quite
expensive and are likely to be the real source of delays in practice. The contribution of individual operations
to the overall overhead is shown in Figure 8.b. Note that even with the optimization of applying the changes
at the backup in parallel, there is still the overhead of storing change buffers twice. In the case of starting a
process, the overhead is significant and it does not seem to be possible to reduce it further. Since in a real
application it is the user who determines which processes are critical and which important, the overhead can
be assumed as part of the cost of having a hot standby configuration, but a large number of critical processes
is likely to result in performance problems. Also note that we are still within the few seconds bound, which
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Figure 10: Time to recover from server failures depending on process type

is not a dramatic increase in delay.

5.6

Time to recover from failures

The time to recover from server failure is shown in Figure 10. The average time for recovering one process
was between 1.2 and 1.3 seconds. This means that for a large database with 1000 processes the overall
recovery time is about 19 minutes, which leads to an average unavailability of 9.5 minutes since processes
are available as soon as they are recovered. The main cost factor is the installation of the process image
in the database, which requires re-executing all original transactions by interpreting the change buffers.
While the time for recovery may seem very long, it is within the bounds that are tolerable in business
process environments where activities are very long. Moreover, it is similar to the recovery cost in database
systems. The performance can be further improved by recovering multiple processes in parallel. Since no
data conflicts between process images exist, the degree of parallelism for process recovery is bound only by
processor performance and disk bandwidth.
The recovery cost for critical processes is dependent on the degree of fault tolerance that a process has
to provide after a fail-over. If the process has to stay critical, the recovery time is as long as for important
processes, since a new backup has to be elected and the process has to be installed in its database. Because
of this, normally process degradation is applied, i.e., the process’ availability is reduced every time a failure
occurs. If it is reduced to important, during failover only change buffers have to be stored the backup, which
leads to a considerable improvement of the recovery time while preserving the process’s availability. It is
possible to promote a process to critical level again dynamically at a later point in time. If the probability
of server crashes is moderate, critical processes can be downgraded to the normal availability level, which
means that they will block if their new primary should fail. By using this scheme, the recovery cost is further
reduced. We give the recovery cost for both variants of degradation in Figure 10. Note that, again, we did
not apply parallel recovery of multiple processes. We plan to integrate mechanisms for parallel application
of change buffers as a future optimization. The performance of the recovery using degradation to normal
availability is especially promising for process migration facilities. Migrating a process involves creating
a backup copy at the new location and then making this copy the working copy. With the performance
obtained in our experiments, this seems like a feasible approach.
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Figure 11: Comparison of backup overhead for different operations

5.7

Comparing the different approaches

Figures 11.A, 11.B, and 11.C show the results for the three different operations in the four approaches
discussed: no backup, database replication, cold standby, and hot standby. The first conclusion to draw from
the comparison is that high level backup has about the same overhead as backup strategies implemented
over database replication. Given the added flexibility, this allows us to conclude that semantic backup is
not only feasible but also a good choice in a PSS. As discussed above, the database approach requires
manual intervention in case of failures in order to switch from the primary to the backup. This, in many
cases, renders the approach unfeasible in practice. In addition, database strategies only work if the database
platform is homogeneous, that is, the same database is used as primary and backup. In some cases, it is even
required that both primary and backup run on the same operating system. Experience shows that this is a
very limiting factor. This fact has important implications. Since current commercial PSS do not, in general,
incorporate backup mechanisms, it is possible to use the techniques described in this paper to extend their
functionality with a backup service without degrading their performance.

5.8

Impact of server location

In the experiments described so far, the database servers were located on remote machines and each database
access had the additional cost of communication between the PSS server and the database. Since the
database accesses are by far the dominant factor in the cost of a transaction, it could be assumed that by
reducing communication cost the overall overhead of replication would be reduced too. To investigate the
impact of communication on the overall performance, experiments were made with a modified configuration
that placed the process engines and their databases on the same machine (Figure 3B). With this configuration, PSS and database communicate over the much faster shared memory. The results of these experiments
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(Figure 12) show, however, that the gain in performance is very small, mainly because DBMS and PSS
have to share the same processor. (Note that the absolute numbers shown cannot be compared to the results
of the other experiments because the SUN10 servers used here are slower than the PCs employed in the
previous measurements.) This small impact of communication overhead, even when using comparatively
slow Ethernet connections, implies that the general deployment of a three-tier architecture with database
and server residing on different nodes is feasible from a performance point of view. This allows to extend
the proposed architecture, without performance penalties, to more general schemes where a server uses
multiple, distributed databases in order to achieve a higher processing capacity and to further increase the
resilience to failures. In such an environment, a process engine is operational even if some of its databases
fail. While in the case of a database failure, some processes will have to be taken over by the backup, the
other processes can continue navigation and the server stays accessible for the start of new process instances
which are stored in the remaining databases. Another promising option is the shared use of databases by
multiple servers. This allows, if a PSS server fails, for quick fail-over by starting a new server process on a
running machine and connecting it to the still accessible database of the failed server.

5.9

Heterogeneous environments

An important challenge when introducing a PSS is to integrate all pre-existing systems. Most current commercial PSS require a specific DBMS that has to be bought and installed in addition to the process environment itself. One of our goals in the overall design was to avoid such restrictions. In order to study the
behavior of the system when heterogeneous databases are used, we configured a system (Figure 3.C) with
servers using both an object-oriented database engine (ObjectStore) and a relational engine (Oracle8). The
servers worked according to the usual scheme, with the object-oriented databases acting as backup for the
relational ones and vice-versa. Due to space limitations we present here only the results for the cold-standby
backup algorithms (Figure 13). The performance of the ObjectStore-based server (a) was slightly better
than that of the relational one (b), due to the more efficient caching mechanisms it provides. ObjectStore
has a page-server architecture where a cache manager process at each client machine maintains a pool of
cached database pages. This improves performance especially for applications where no concurrent access
from multiple sites takes place. In contrast to this, in the Oracle-based implementation, each process had
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Figure 13: Heterogeneous environment: (a) Oracle-based server and (b) ObjectStore-based server

to be fetched from the server prior to navigation. We expect that with the implementation of a client-side
cache the performance of the systems will become similar. Note that the performance of the Oracle-based
server was better here than in the homogeneous environment because of the faster application of the change
buffers at the (ObjectStore-based) backup.
Our experiments with the heterogeneous environment are encouraging and show that database independence can be achieved with acceptable overheads. Another important point is that semantic replication of
the type used in our backup strategies provides an efficient way of introducing replication mechanisms into
systems that have no built-in replication support (like ObjectStore) or only offer asynchronous replication
(like most commercial relational DBMS).

6

Conclusions

We have presented an architecture for implementing highly available process support systems based on
clusters of cooperating servers and on semantic backup mechanisms. We have considered several possible
solutions in the context of process support systems and shown how solutions based on commercial products,
either on backup tools or on replication engines, suffer from a number of drawbacks. For instance, using
database replication mechanisms restricts the configuration to use the same type of database on all servers.
Furthermore, since the backup strategy needs to be 2-safe, the choice of database engines is restricted to
those providing synchronous replication, which, to our knowledge, is currently only Oracle. In addition,
changing the structure of a replicated environment in the case of fail-over is a costly operation that cannot
be automated completely and involves human intervention, thereby incurring a long delay before processes
can resume execution.
For these reasons, we have proposed an alternative solution based on using semantic knowledge about
the application level, which allows to develop a backup system that is database-independent and flexible. Our
experiments show that the approach is feasible and incurs in very low overheads. In addition, the solution
proposed is comparatively fast when fail-over takes place. The backup mechanism was also extended to
allow process migration during runtime, an issue we expect will play a significant role in the scalability of
future systems.
The results are encouraging and show a feasible technique to achieve availability in the specific domain
of process support systems. The principles presented can also be seen in a wider context. For instance,
as a way to provide backup or replication services in environments where the database engine does not
provide such services. Also, the access pattern observed in a PSS is quite different from that considered in
traditional database applications. Neither OLTP (short transactions, small set of changes) nor OLAP (long
transactions, mainly read operations) characterize the access patterns of a process support system, which can
15

be characterized as online object manipulation. The work in this paper can thus be seen as a first step towards
gaining a better understanding of such applications and, ultimately, establishing a new class of benchmarks.
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